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Chapter 633 Blocked Signal 

“Yes, Mr. Waylon.” A bearded man stood up and walked over toward Thomas. “Thomas, I’m sorry.” 

Saying that, he went to drag Thomas out, but got kicked away by Thomas. “Get lost. Try touching me if 

you dare!” 

Thomas was still absorbed in the previous message and was distraught, unable to accept the reality. 

However, Luke immediately pointed his pistol at his head without saying anything. “Do you want to be 

like your brother?” 

“Nonsense. My brother didn’t betray anyone! If you keep spouting nonsense, I’ll kill you!” 

The thoroughly enraged Thomas took out his pistol from the back of his waist and aimed it at Luke. At 

the same time, several men beside him pulled out their guns with a flourish, pointing their black muzzles 

at him. The peace was instantly broken, and they began to go head to head again at this moment. 

Meanwhile, after understanding the situation, Destiny stood up and said, “Thomas, you will naturally get 

an explanation about your brother’s issue when they come back. For now, you should cooperate with 

them and calm down in your room. Aren’t you afraid that Veronica would hear you if you’re causing so 

much noise? She is in a fragile mental state now, and if she learns about this and it affects the children in 

her womb, which one of you will take responsibility for it?” 

other, his face red with anger and the veins on his forehead popping 

his lips and gradually calmed down. Slamming his phone on the table with a thud, he conceded, “Okay, 

I’ll wait for them to come back. I will never believe that my brother would betray 

he would believe in his brother. There had to be a misunderstanding 

dark complexion, frowned. “If your brother really betrayed Matt, you 

if one of them was a traitor, the other would naturally be 

subconsciously thinking of the worst case scenario. In the end, his eyes were resolute as he 

sure to 

of the villa and directly to a room in the backyard 

the villa and get a few people to keep watch outside. If there 

missing any important news, they could only arrange people to guard outside the villa. Only by doing so 

would they not 

 


